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It is a brisk December morning in the year 1938. The Berlin town clock fills the air with booming 

gongs, signaling emotional, bittersweet farewells. Desperate, frightened children abandon their parents; most 

are touching their parents’ hopeful hands for the last time due to the imminent terrors of the Holocaust. As 

their short, bobbing heads reluctantly withdraw from their families, they glance up and stand in awe of their 

towering bittersweet savior: the train that will save them from the Nazi uprising in their hometowns but also 

force them away from their loving parents. They step over the gap and swarm into the unfamiliar, 

overwhelming train. They enter their new lives as foster children, an opportunity that will change their lives 

completely. The children are embarking on an extensive Kindertransport rescue journey from Berlin, 

Germany to the Hook of Holland, where they will then take a ferry to their destination: Britain, the country 

providing refuge to children under the age of seventeen from any Nazi-controlled lands. While the 

Kindertransport had many positive effects—the rescue of almost ten thousand children, a sense of world 

unity, and the creation of additional refugee organizations—it also had negative effects on the Kinder (the 

term that the refugees now use to refer to themselves, their spouses, and their children). These negative 

effects included the development of behavioral issues due to the abrupt lifestyle change, as well as cases of 

unfavorable foster family conditions, such as foster families abusing their children or forcing them to adopt a 

foreign religion. From this, it can be surmised that the Kindertransport may have had flaws related to its 

implementation. The negative effects that the Kinder experienced could have been mitigated had the system 

been more sensitive to the issues faced by the Kinder. Overall, the Kindertransport had an altruistic mission 

and saved the lives of many children. That said, the Kinder faced many emotional difficulties following their 

experience, and different methods of implementation strategies could have potentially addressed these issues. 

In order to gather sufficient and reliable research for my research question, I used a variety of 

sources. I read several tertiary sources, one of which was from the database Gale Group (encyclopedia 

Judaica) entitled “Kindertransport” to obtain basic background knowledge. This tertiary source offered 

detailed objective information about the Kindertransport, including why it happened, how it happened, and 

the effects of the rescue efforts on the world and the children themselves. This tertiary article was a reliable 

source of information since many experts verify what is posted on this encyclopedia.  



Although the encyclopedia presented relevant information related to my research question, I wanted 

to immerse myself in the subjective, emotional accounts of the Kindertransport. Lillian Faderman, in her 

work titled “Shifting Sands,” discussed a collection of stories written by Eva Kollisch, a Kindertransport 

survivor. This secondary source explores the tight-knit community that the Kindertransport survivors 

currently have, which is evident at the annual Kindertransport reunions. Lillian Faderman is a reliable, 

renowned American historian who has written many books related to lesbian and ethnic history in addition to 

works about her experience as a Kinder. I also used a journal article from Gale entitled “Virtue in Despair: a 

Family History from the Days of the Kindertransports” by German historian Michael Geyer, which included 

personal accounts of several Kinder and focused on the negative long-term effects that the rescue had on the 

Kinder, such as behavioral problems due to familial separation. I read another journal article/history paper on 

JSTOR entitled “‘A Covert from the Tempest’: Responsibility, Love and Politics in Britain’s 

‘Kindertransport’” by Tasha Holtman, which won an award from the National History Day 2014 

Competition and referred to a variety of reliable sources. This journal article provided a great overall 

summary of the Kindertransport and included basic information on the rise of Hitler and the Kindertransport 

plans. This article related to my research question as it expanded upon the positive and negative effects on 

the Kinder presented in Geyer’s journal article. These secondary sources were useful in expanding upon my 

knowledge of the Kindertransport as they built on the basic tertiary sources. Finally, I used a playbook, 

Kindertransport, by Diane Samuels, a British author and playwright. This book was reliable since the author 

met with the survivors and wrote a play based on the most common themes and emotions mentioned by the 

survivors, which helped me add details about the emotional effects of the Kindertransport. 

Regarding primary sources, I wanted to read several letters and reports to further expose myself to 

different perspectives of the Kindertransport from first-hand documents during the time period. I examined 

several letters, including one from J H Harker to Lord Halifax, in which he plead for the Lord’s help in 

supporting the Kindertransport in 1938. I also used several extracts from reports, including a report by the 

Women’s Voluntary Services in 1939, which explained the conditions at the Dovercourt Refugee Camp in 

Harwich, England. Additionally, I read a document that listed the information about the Kinder on the July 



1938 Kindertransport, including their names and ages. I was able to deduce that there were more boys than 

girls on the trip, and the popular age was fifteen. Although I had to be wary of bias, these primary sources 

effectively allowed me to engage in the lives of government members and the Kinder and obtain more 

detailed information. 

My argument about both the positive and negative effects of the Kindertransport extends upon the 

tertiary, secondary, and primary sources I have read. Many of these sources explain only one side of the 

issue—either the positive effects or the negative effects—while I wanted to create a thesis that combined all 

the perspectives of this complex event. 

Shortly after the pogrom of Kristallnacht in November 1938, which involved the destruction of 

synagogues, Jewish businesses, and many other properties, the British Jewish Refugee Committee urged 

Prime Minister Neville Chamberlain to let children enter Great Britain (Kindertransport). The majority of 

countries had restrictive immigration policies; however, the British government rethought their Jewish 

immigration cap and agreed to provide refuge for an unlimited number of children under the age of 

seventeen. This agreement by the British was due to Adolf Hitler’s increased power, the dismissal of “all 

Jewish school-children [from] attending a German school” (No.1222), and British society’s pro-Jewish 

sentiments (Kindertransport). Over a span of nine months from the first transport on December 1, 1938, 

almost ten thousand Kinder were aided by these efforts, accounting for one-third of the thirty thousand 

Kinder who escaped Nazi rule. As shown in a Ministry of Health document for a Kindertransport 

documented on July 28, 1938, the majority of the Kinder involved in the Kindertransports were boys, 

specifically fifteen year olds (Ministry of Health). Families were possibly more reluctant to send their 

daughters off to foreign lands, given the social construct at the time. Most of these efforts ceased as World 

War II commenced on September 1, 1939, since Jews were not allowed to leave their countries beginning at 

this time (Kindertransport). 

The Kindertransport rescue efforts not only liberated thousands of Kinder from the increasingly 

authoritative Nazi-controlled lands—Germany, Poland, Austria, Danzig, and Czechoslovakia—but also 

revealed the altruistic nature of the world during dire times. Local organizations mainly helped organize the 



footwork of the Kindertransport, which saved children from almost certain death, since hardly any children 

survived the Nazi concentration camps. The Movement for Care of Children from Germany or the Refugee 

Children’s Movement (RCM) sent organizers—diverse helpers, including Quakers and Dutch volunteers—to 

Germany and Austria to supervise the transport of the Kinder (Holtman 110). In order to ease the selection 

process, they created priority lists, which included children in concentration camps or Jewish orphanages, 

ones with poor parents, and ones in danger of arrest or deportation (Oppenheimer). Other organizations that 

assisted with the rescue efforts included B’nai B’rith, YMCA, Society of Friends, Chief Rabbi’s Religious 

Emergency Council, and the Inter-Aid Committee, which transported children specifically for educational 

purposes (British Foreign Office). People across the world donated money, food, and clothes to the Kinder, 

who were forced to leave their hometowns with limited belongings, in an attempt to relieve some of the 

children’s stress due to “racial and religious differences in their own country” (Harker). When the Kinder 

arrived in Great Britain, ones already assigned to foster families went to go live with them, while 

non-guarantees stayed in summer holiday camps until foster homes or boarding schools accepted them; those 

still with no foster homes were accepted by farms or hostels run by the RCM (Kindertransport). These 

charitable organizations and volunteers had nothing but pure, unselfish motivations and demonstrated the 

strength of the community during tumultuous times by providing the Kinder with the support that they 

previously did not have in their home country.  

Furthermore, summer holiday camps for orphans or children with parents in concentration camps 

included camp leaders “full of human kindness, vitality and emanating a cheerful atmosphere,” which helped 

the children be “wonderfully happy,” even after all the substantial life changes they had faced (De 

Selincourt). Robert and Eva Suchmann, who both lived in the Dovercourt summer holiday camp on the 

southern coast of England, describes the camp as a place where the Kinder were “on show for anyone who 

wanted to come and adopt a kid” (Suchmann). Eva was adopted by a family who had lost a daughter and 

wanted a new one, while Robert was sent to a hostel afterwards. Even though these camps were simply 

temporary holding spaces for the Kinder and were not luxurious by any means, the supportive camp leaders 

were arguably more important than the camp itself. In addition to the camp leaders, Robert recalls an 



“American film star, Ann Sothern, entertaining us” (Suchmann). Essentially, the kind, selfless camp leaders 

and special guests who traveled all the way to the summer holiday gave the Kinder positive hope for their 

future and helped them forget any unpleasant memories, which the Kinder were all in need of. 

Additionally, the Kindertransport exhibited the extent of familial love and duty, since parents were 

willing to separate from their children in order to guarantee their safety. This magnitude of compassion was 

not lost, since the Kindertransport “fostered an attitude of social responsibility and inclusion among British 

citizens and in rescued children and their descendants”  (Holtman 111). In the play Kindertransport by Diane 

Samuels, the mother of Eva Schlesinger decides to send her daughter on the January 1939 Kindertransport 

since “any good parent would want to protect their child” (Samuels 8). Parents knew that the harsh split 

would be to the ultimate benefit of their children. 

The Kindertransport established supportive Kindertransport survivor conferences, reunions, and 

organizations, which all provide a sense of belonging and community for the the Kinder to this day. 

Hundreds of Kinder participate in an international reunion, which allows them to reconnect with each other, 

celebrate their survival, thank the British, and honor their parents (Kindertransport). In a 2001 

Kindertransport reunion, Kindertransport survivors brainstormed ideas to help improve the education and 

counseling available for refugees and recognized the need for an “inclusive community where individual 

rights are recognized and protected” (Holtman 112). The Kinder continue to positively impact the world 

through various means and voice their concern for the well-being of present-day refugees. The 

Kindertransport Association, founded in 1989, is based in New York and aims to locate and reunite Kinder 

and their families, educate the public about the Kindertransport, and help charities dedicated to helping 

orphans (Kindertransport). 

In the essay collection The Ground Under My Feet by Eva Kollisch, she expounds upon the “themes 

of exclusion and the search for community” that she faced in her new life. Eva, a lesbian, came out during a 

Kindertransport survivor conference, where no one judged her or “blinked an eye” at her, since they have all 

dealt with rejection themselves. Eva was more scared of what the “jeering mob” would think of a lesbian, 

similar to what anti-Semitic people would think of a Jew, but after she came out to the supportive crowd, she 



felt a “rush of gratitude and pride” (Faderman). Essentially, the Kinder established a connection with each 

other as a result of their common life experience. 

Although the Kinder experienced a number of benefits as a result of the Kindertransport, many were 

overcome with homesickness and struggled emotionally due to the lack of parental figures. The British were 

initially hopeful that the Kinder would be able to live with their parents after the ‘crisis’ (Kindertransport). At 

first, the Kinder attempted to maintain family ties by sending letters, postcards, and cards back and forth with 

their parents, but many messages were lost. Once World War II started in 1939, mail delivery to Jews in 

Nazi-controlled lands was severely restricted and almost all means of communication were cut 

(Oppenheimer, Geyer). Kindertransport survivor Ruth Theiner recalls that “maintaining a family became an 

ever remoter affair” (Geyer). Not only were parents separated from Kinder, but also siblings were separated 

(Stahl 3). Even though parents attempted to keep siblings together, siblings had scarce contact and lived apart 

in most cases (Stahl 3). Essentially, the Kinder had such difficult times without their parents and siblings that 

almost all hope of being reunited was lost, which added more trauma to the already emotionally stressed 

Kinder (Oppenheimer).  

Additionally, the Kinder viewed their situation as lucky since they did not endure the Holocaust and, 

therefore, did not suffer the emotional and physical effects of the Holocaust. Even though children are known 

to cope with loss easier than adults, they experienced uncontrollable episodes of crying, learning disabilities, 

withdrawal, and bed-wetting due to their Heimweh, or homesickness, and utmost denial of their undeniably 

tough situation (Geyer). Kindertransport survivor Johns Hans Hanauer explains in a poem that these Kinder 

did not feel as if their pain was a problem, since they “spent the worst period in the security of the Great, 

without suffering hunger or pain” (Hanauer 19). Eventually, they realized that these behaviors were not their 

own personal deficiencies, but instead a result of the culmination of countless traumatic experiences. In his 

poem, Hanauer notes the fact that the Kinder did, in fact, experience psychological trauma and losses, which 

should not be ignored solely due to their easier escape from Nazi-controlled lands (Hanauer 20). Since many 

of these Kinder had complications while dealing with their departure from their families, some begged to be 

sent back to their hometown, using their symptoms as reasoning, including Ester Theiner, Ruth Theiner’s 



younger sister (Geyer). However, in this specific case, her parents refused after much begging and cut Esther 

off, further exacerbating her behavioral issues (Geyer).  

Since the Kinder abandoned their heritage and memories, they were, at times, forced to alter their 

identities as per the requests of their unfamiliar foster families. Although the majority developed incredibly 

close bonds with their generous foster families, some encountered abusive environments since they were 

viewed as “enemy aliens” (Holtman 111). Once the BBC radio broadcasted an appeal on November 25, 1938 

for foster families, almost 500 came in and were easily accepted (Oppenheimer). There were no background 

checks for “motives and character of the families” and their houses simply had to look presentable 

(Oppenheimer). Therefore, many heartless, uncaring foster families were approved without being examined 

for possible unjust intent. A number of foster families utilized girls as maid-servants, while many boys and 

girls alike were given new names, identities, and religions, completely erasing their heritage and past 

(Oppenheimer). The Kinder had to cope with their entrance into an alien world that “legally and politically 

speaking, was not supposed to be a new home and yet was the only one to accept the children en masse” 

(Geyer); furthermore, according to several authors, Great Britain was a country that committed an 

“exceptional humanitarian act...but making a home for [the Kinder] was also an extraordinary humanitarian 

problem” (Geyer). Expanding upon this idea, Ruth Theiner was a maid for her poor foster family’s nursery, 

but she wanted to make her own money as a dressmaker; when her money was discovered, she was thrown 

out. Her sister Esther was forced to convert to Christianity, and when she refused to get baptized, she was 

thrown out. Both cases accentuate the power that foster families had on their adopted children and how the 

Kinder languished in the new environment. Although not nearly as extreme, Eva Suchmann, a Kinder 

adopted by a foster family who had recently lost a daughter, felt compelled to fill that enormous hole in their 

lives, but it was “very difficult to replace a lost daughter, and [Eva] was not happy” (Suchmann) in that 

environment, which is another case of Kinder feeling obligated to change their identity. 

Finally, not all reunions with parents who survived World War II were cheerful due to these new 

identities and the drastic amount of change that occurred: their past lives, homes, and families were lost 

(Oppenheimer). In the play Kindertransport, Eva Schlesinger—now renamed Evelyn—reunites with her 



mother Helga, but everything has changed; the two are now complete strangers. Evelyn cannot comprehend 

why Helga sent her away, since Evelyn would rather die with her: the only thing worse than sending Evelyn 

away was “coming back from the dead and punishing me for surviving on my own” (Samuels 86). 

Meanwhile, Helga argues that she held on when her husband died from the gas chambers, but Evelyn has lost 

herself and is now “years away” (Samuels 84). These interactions reveal how difficult it was for the Kinder 

to cope with the transition from their previous world to a “temporary” familial separation—arguably even 

harder to cope with than death—which more often than not, lasted forever. Additionally, the play explores 

how the Kinder rejected offers to return to their past lives with their own, unfamiliar parents.  

Overall, even though many Kinder have passed away since the Kindertransport, their experiences are 

not foreign issues; the world is still facing the same issues in different ways. In the present-day world, 

immigrants and refugees have to face the similar problem of being in a new, unknown environment and the 

overwhelming urge to change their identities in order to mold to society and assimilate into the culture they 

are in. Countless occurrences, such as the situation in Syria, involve individuals having the same types of 

experience and denial as the Kinder. Additionally, these immigrants and refugees face a frightening journey 

as they flee from a war-torn country to one of “safety,” similar to the life-changing incidents of the Kinder 

and their hardships of fleeing from their own war-torn countries. Hopefully, we can use the lessons learned 

from the Kindertransport, including the examination of both the positive and negative effects of such a 

drastic change, to better inform ourselves of and sympathize with these present-day issues.  
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